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Abstract. In this paper, we analyze how sequentially introducing decision variables
into an integer program (IP) affects the value function and its level sets. In particu-
lar, we use a Gilmore-Gomory-type approach to construct IP value functions over a
restricted set of variables. We introduce the notion of maximally-contiguous subsets of
level sets - volumes in which changes to the constraint right-hand side have no effect
on the value function - and relate these structures to IP value functions and optimal
solutions.
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1 Introduction
The integer programming (IP) value function represents the optimal objective value parametrized
by the right-hand side. Let A P Zmˆn` , b P Zm` , and c P Zn. Note that because of the nonnegativity
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of A and b, without loss of generality we assume c is also nonnegative. Denote the jth column
vector of the matrix A by aj . We assume that aj ‰ 0 and aj ď b, for all j P t1, . . . , nu. Define
B¯ –
mŚ
i“1
r0, bis and B – B¯ X Zm` . Given β P B, the parametrized IP, IP(β), and its value function,
z : B Ñ R, are defined by
zpβq :“ max
x
tcJx : Ax ď β, x P Zn`u. (IP(β))
Notice that each parametrized IP is feasible because 0 is a feasible solution for each β P B, and the
IPs are bounded because A is nonnegative with no columns of zeros.
[5] provide bounds on the variation of the value function relative to the variation of the right-
hand sides for both mixed-integer programs (MIP) and IPs. [6] show that IP value functions are
Gomory functions, and [4] generalizes this result for MIPs. [9] use the connection between IP
value functions and Gomory functions to produce a primal-dual algorithm for solving 0-1 IPs. [16]
provides a doubly recursive procedure on Chva´tal functions to construct the value function of a
conic integer linear program.
More recent work has focused on construction and applications of value functions. [12] provide
an algorithm for constructing value functions for MIPs. Value functions have also been incorporated
into solution approaches for two-stage stochastic integer programs [1, 8, 11, 14]. Various value
function approaches have also been applied to the solution of mixed-integer bilevel programs. [13]
use a generalized MIP value function, which takes both the objective function coefficients and
the constraint right-hand side as arguments, to solve both stochastic and multifollower bilevel
MIPs. [3] use Gomory, Chva´tal, and Jeroslow functions, as well as value functions, to analyze the
representability of mixed-integer bilevel programs.
Some of our results are analogous to the Gilmore-Gomory approach for knapsack problems [7],
which uses dynamic programming to recursively determine the value function of a multidimensional
knapsack IP. Our method focuses on one variable at each step; in contrast, the approach in [7]
considers all variables at each recursive level.
Thus far, level sets of the value function, along with related topics, such as level-set-minimal
vectors, have been sparsely studied. [8] use minimal tenders in a stochastic programming solution
approach. [15] introduce the notion of level-set-minimal vectors and use them to represent the
value functions of the first and second stage of a stochastic program. [2] relate level-set-minimal
vectors to the linear programming relaxation gap functions.
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In this paper, we examine the properties of the level sets of IP value functions in detail, especially
the connections among these level sets as primal variables are added to a problem. We develop a
primal construction of the IP value function, in constrast to dual approaches, for example, using
Chva´tal or Gomory functions [6]. A primal approach enables us to analyze the behavior of restricted
versions of the IP. Our contributions are as follows:
1. We analyze the IP value function over subsets of primal variables, including how the value
function’s level sets change as primal variables are added iteratively to the formulation in a
Gilmore-Gomory-type procedure.
2. We characterize the structure of level sets of IPs. We show how the level sets of a restricted
IP relate to the level sets when a new variable is included.
3. We introduce the notion of maximally-contiguous subsets of level sets and demonstrate several
properties of these subsets. These results can be used to determine common optimal solutions
within a maximally-contiguous subset.
2 Level Sets of the IP Value Function
For any α P R, the level set Spαq of the value function z is the set over which the function
takes on the value α: Spαq :“ tβ P B | zpβq “ αu. If Spαq “ H, then for all β P B, zpβq ‰ α. In
particular, under our assumptions, for all α P p´8, 0q Y pzpbq,8q, Spαq “ H. We examine the
structure of level sets of IPs and develop properties of level sets over subsets of the primal variables.
We focus on the case of adding or removing a single primal variable at a time, but these results
can also be extended to sets of primal variables.
Define the restricted value function, zkpβq, with respect to the parametrized IP over the first k
variables, IPkpβq, as
zkpβq :“ max
x
#
kÿ
j“1
cjxj :
kÿ
j“1
ajxj ď β, x P Zk`
+
. (IPkpβ))
Define: Skpαq :“ tβ P B | zkpβq “ αu, optkpβq :“ arg max
xPZk`
!řk
j“1 cjxj |
řk
j“1 ajxj ď β
)
.
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2.1 Properties of Restricted Value Functions
We apply fundamental properties of the IP value function to restricted value functions.
Proposition 1. [17] Basic properties of the restricted value functions zk, for k “ 1, . . . , n, include:
(1) zkpajq ě cj for j “ 1, . . . , k.
(2) zk is nondecreasing over B.
(3) zk is superadditive over B: For all β1, β2 P B, β1 ` β2 P B, zkpβ1q ` zkpβ2q ď zkpβ1 ` β2q.
Proposition 2. [10] Given k P t1, ..., nu, if xˆ P optkpβq, then for all x P Zk` such that x ď xˆ,
zkpřkj“1 ajxjq “ řkj“1 cjxj and zkpřkj“1 ajxjq ` zkpβ ´řkj“1 ajxjq “ zkpβq.
Proposition 2 is often referred to as IP complementary slackness.
Lemma 1. For all k P t2, ..., nu, if β P Sk´1pα1q and β P Skpα2q, then α2 ě α1.
Lemma 1 states that IPkpβq increases monotonically with k for fixed β - as more variables
become available, the value of the restricted problem can only improve.
Lemma 2. Given k P t2, ..., nu, x¯ P Zk` such that
řk
j“1 aj x¯j ď b, let α “
řk
j“1 cj x¯j. If Skpαq “ H,
then x¯ R optkp
řk
j“1 aj x¯jq.
Hence Lemma 2 gives a necessary condition for optimality.
Lemma 3. Given k P t1, ..., nu, if β1 P Skpα1q, β2 P Skpα2q, and β1 ď β2, then α1 ď α2.
Lemma 4. Given k P t1, ..., nu, if β1 P Skpα1q, β2 P Skpα2q, where β1, β2, β1`β2 P B, then there
exists γ ě α1 ` α2 such that β1 ` β2 P Skpγq.
Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 translate Proposition 1 to the IP value functions level sets.
Proposition 3. Given k P t2, ..., nu and β P B, let x˚ P optkpβq. We have:
(1) For all t P Z` such that t ď xk˚, zkpβq “ zkpβ ´ takq ` zkptakq “ zk´1pβ ´ akxk˚q ` ckxk˚.
Further, x˚ ´ tek P optkpβ ´ takq, and if β P Skpαq, then β ´ tak P Skpα´ tckq.
(2) If β P Skpαq, then β ´ akxk˚ P Sk´1pα´ ckxk˚q.
(3) If β P Skpαq and Sk´1pαq “ H, then xk˚ ą 0.
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Proof. Statements (1)-(2) follow from Proposition 2. For (3), suppose that xk˚ “ 0. By (2),
β P Sk´1pαq, which is a contradiction.
Proposition 3 demonstrates how the structure of optimal solutions can determine members of
level sets over a restricted set of primal variables. In particular, Proposition 3 shows the impact
on the value of a particular β after removing a primal variable from the restricted problem. In
addition, given β and k, and given x˚ P optkpβq, for any feasible solution xˆ ď x˚ we can apply
Proposition 2 to conclude xˆ P optkp
řk
j“1 aj xˆjq.
2.2 Level-Set-Minimal Vectors
Level-set-minimal vectors represent the efficient frontiers for the corresponding level sets and
can be used to construct the boundaries of a value function’s level sets.
Definition 1. [15] A vector β P B is level-set-minimal with respect to z : B Ñ R if zpβ´eiq ă zpβq
for all i P t1, . . . ,mu such that β ´ ei P B. For all k P t1, ..., nu, B¯k Ă Zm` is the set of level-set-
minimal vectors with respect to zk.
Determining whether a vector is level-set-minimal is NP-hard ([15]). Thus, we provide a variety
of necessary and sufficient conditions to verify whether a right-hand side is level-set-minimal.
Lemma 5 states that the set of level-set-minimal vectors is a subset of the image of A over Zn`,
which implies that all optimal solutions of a level-set-minimal vector are tight at all constraints.
Note that for any β1,β2 P Rm, we say that β1 ň β2 if β1 ď β2, and β1 ‰ β2.
Lemma 5. Given k P t1, ..., nu, for all β P B¯k and all xˆ P optkpβq,
řk
j“1 aj xˆj “ β.
Proposition 4 provides a sufficient condition under which a level-set-minimal vector with k ´ 1
variables maintains level-set-minimality with k variables.
Proposition 4. Let β P B¯k´1. If for all β¯ ň β and all x¯ P optkpβ¯q, x¯k “ 0, then β P B¯k.
Note that there are some conditions under which β P B¯k´1 and β P B¯k but there exists β¯ ň β
with x¯ P optkpβ¯q, x¯k ą 0. For example, if ak´1 “ ak and ck´1 “ ck, then B¯k´1 “ B¯k, but any β¯
with x¯ P optkpβ¯q, x¯k “ 0, x¯k´1 ą 0 will also have x¯´ ek´1 ` ek as an optimal solution.
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Parametrized IP EXIPpβq is used in examples throughout the paper. Note that the constraint
right-hand side upper bound, b, is specified for each example.
max
x
2x1 ` 3x2 ` 4x3 ` 3x4 ` 3x5 ` 6x6
s.t.
¨˝
1 2 1 1 1 2
1 1 2 1 3 2
‚˛x ď β, x P Z6`. (EXIPpβq)
Example 1. Consider EXIPpβq with b “ p3, 4qJ, and β “ p3, 3qJ P B¯4. For all β¯ ň β and for all
x¯ P opt5pβ¯q, x¯5 “ 0. As such, β P B¯5.
Proposition 5 uses a linear independence relationship among a subset of primal variables to
provide a necessary condition for level-set-minimal vectors.
Proposition 5. If β R B¯k´1, a1, . . . ,ak are linearly independent, and β and ak are linearly inde-
pendent, then for all t P Z` such that β ` tak P B, β ` tak R B¯k.
Propositions 4 and 5 provide conditions for which a right-hand side is level-set-minimal as primal
variables are added. In contrast, Proposition 6 gives a sufficient condition such that a right-hand
side is level-set-minimal as primal variables are removed.
Proposition 6. If β P B¯k and x˚ P optkpβq, then β ´ akxk˚ P B¯k´1.
Proof. Suppose β ´ akxk˚ R B¯k´1, then there exists pi P B¯k´1 such that pi ň β ´ akxk˚ and
zk´1ppiq “ zk´1pβ ´ akxk˚q. Let x¯ P optk´1ppiq. Because pi ň β ´ akxk˚, and
k´1ř
j“1
cj x¯j “ zk´1ppiq “
zk´1pβ ´ akxk˚q, we have x¯ P optk´1pβ ´ akxk˚q. Moreover, (x1˚ , . . . , xk˚´1qJ is a feasible solution to
IPk´1pβ ´ akxk˚q, which implies that
k´1ř
j“1
cj x¯j ě
k´1ř
j“1
cjxj˚ .
Let xˆ “ px¯1, . . . , x¯k´1, xk˚qJ. Then
kř
j“1
cj xˆj “
k´1ř
j“1
cj x¯j ` ckxk˚ ě
kř
j“1
cjxj˚ , and because x
˚ P
optkpβq, xˆ P optkpβq. However,
kř
j“1
aj xˆj “
k´1ř
j“1
aj x¯j ` akxk˚ “ pi ` akxk˚ ň β, which implies that
β R B¯k, a contradiction.
Example 1 (continued). In (EXIP), if b “ p3, 4qJ, then β “ p3, 3qJ P B¯3, and p0, 1, 1qJ P opt3pβq.
Hence, p3, 3qJ ´ a3 “ p2, 1qJ P B¯2.
Proposition 7. If x¯ P optkp
řk
j“1 aj x¯jq and
řk
j“1 aj x¯j P B¯k, then for all x P Zk` such that x ň x¯,
we have
řk
j“1 ajxj P B¯k.
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Proof. Suppose there exists x1 ň x¯ such that
kř
j“1
ajx
1
j R B¯k. Then there exists x2 P optkp
kř
j“1
ajx
1
j q
such that
kř
j“1
ajx
2
j ň
kř
j“1
ajx
1
j . Let x
3 “ x2 ` px¯ ´ x1q. Then,
kř
j“1
ajx
3
j “
kř
j“1
ajx
2
j `
kř
j“1
aj x¯j ´
kř
j“1
ajx
1
j ň
kř
j“1
aj x¯j .
Because x2 P optkp
kř
j“1
akx
1
j q,
kř
j“1
cjx
3
j “
kř
j“1
cjpx2j ` x¯k ´ x1j q ě
kř
j“1
cj x¯j , and because x¯ P
optkp
kř
j“1
aj x¯jq,x3 P optkp
ř
j“1
aj x¯jq. However,
kř
j“1
ajx
3
j ň
kř
j“1
aj x¯j , which contradicts Lemma 5.
Proposition 8. Let β P B¯k. If aj R B¯k, then for all x¯ P optkpβq, x¯j “ 0.
Propositions 7 and 8 state sufficient and necessary conditions, respectively, to ensure that
subsets of right-hand sides are all level-set-minimal. Proposition 7 requires a known optimal solution
and generalizes a similar result of [15], who prove the case of k “ n. In contrast, Proposition 8
relies on the value function.
Corollary 1. B¯k Ď
!
β P B |β “ βˆ ` tak, βˆ P B¯k´1, t P Z`
)
.
Proposition 9. If there exists t P Z` such that β ` tak P B¯k and zkpβ ` takq “ zkpβq ` tck, then
for all s ď t, s P Z`, β ` sak P B¯k.
Proof. Suppose there exists s ă t, s P Z` such that β ` sak R B¯k. Then there exists pi ň β ` sak
such that zkppiq “ zkpβ ` sakq. Then by superadditivity,
zkppi ` pt´ sqakq ě zkppiq ` pt´ sqck “ zkpβ ` sakq ` pt´ sqck ě zkpβq ` tck “ zkpβ ` takq.
Because pi ň β ` sak , pi ` pt ´ sqak ň β ` tak, and zkppi ` pt ´ sqakq ě zkpβ ` takq, then by
monotonicity, zkpβ ` pt´ sqakq ě zkpβ ` takq, so that β ` tak R B¯k, a contradiction.
Remark 1. If β P B¯k´1 and β R B¯k, then for all t P Z` such that β ` tak P B, either
(1) β ` tak R B¯k; or
(2) β ` tak P B¯k, zkpβ ` takq ą zkpβq ` tck. Further, there exist βˆ P B¯k, tˆ P Z` such that
β ` tak “ βˆ ` tˆak and zkpβ ` takq “ zkpβˆq ` tˆck.
Therefore, level-set-minimal vectors can be obtained by adding primal variables and the corre-
sponding columns of A to the problem one at a time.
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2.3 Order of Primal Decision Variables
We have shown a number of properties of value functions and level-set minimal vectors when we
introduce variables xk for a given ordering (k “ 1, 2, . . . , n) one at a time. However, if the ordering
provided is arbitrary, then at each step k, it must first be determined if ak should be added into the
problem, or if it is strictly dominated by other variables and can be excluded from consideration.
Here, we consider which variables are necessary to include to obtain an optimal solution; note that
the order in which the decision variables are added can influence the construction of the level sets.
Lemma 6. [17] If znpajq ą cj, then for all β P B and all xˆ P optnpβq, xˆj “ 0.
By Lemma 6 and Proposition 8, only vectors aj P B¯ such that znpajq “ cj are necessary to find
an optimal solution for a given right-hand side.
Lemma 7. Suppose ak P B¯k and zkpakq “ ck, for some k P t1, . . . , nu. Further suppose that for
all kˆ P Z` such that k ă kˆ ď n, we have ak ´ akˆ R B. Then, znpakq “ ck and ak P B¯.
By Lemma 7, the columns of A should be ordered such that a1 ň a2 ň . . .an. Some of these
columns cannot be compared with each other, in which case it is sufficient to ensure that for all
k, kˆ P N where k ă kˆ ď n, ak ´ akˆ R B. By ordering the variables in this manner, it is sufficient to
check if zkpakq “ ck and ak P B¯k to evaluate whether or not to add variable k to the set during the
kth step. By Lemma 1, to check if zkpakq “ ck, we first check if zk´1pakq ď ck, then if ak P B¯k.
Proposition 10 demonstrates the possible relationships between zk´1pakq and zkpakq, and the
impact of this on the membership of ak in B¯k.
Proposition 10. Exactly one of the following holds:
(i) zk´1pakq ă ck. Then zkpakq “ ck and ak P B¯k.
(ii) zk´1pakq “ ck. Then zkpakq “ ck.
(iii) zk´1pakq ą ck. Then zkpakq “ zk´1pakq.
Thus, zkpakq “ maxtzk´1pakq, cku. In addition, if zk´1pakq ě ck, ak P B¯k if and only if ak P B¯k´1.
Example 1 (continued). In (EXIP), with b “ p3, 3qJ:
(i) z3pa3q “ 4 and z2pa3q “ 2, so a3 P B¯3,
(ii) z5pa5q “ 3, z4pa5q “ 3, and x˚ “ e4 P opt4pa5q has
ř4
j“1 ajxj˚ ă a5, so a5 R B¯5, and
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(iii) z6pa6q “ 6 and opt5pa6q “ t2e4u, so that for all x P opt5pa6q,
ř5
j“1 ajxj˚ “ a6, so a6 P B¯6.
Proposition 11 generalizes Proposition 10 to relationships between zk´1pβq and zkpβq for arbi-
trary fixed β; in particular, Proposition 11 suggests a Gilmore-Gomory-type approach for solving
IPpβq or IPkpβq. The classic Gilmore-Gomory recursion is ([10]):
zpβq “ maxtzpβ ´ ajq ` cj | j P t1, ..., nu,aj ď βu (GGR)
Proposition 11. Given β P B, zkpβq “ max
`PZ`
tzk´1pβ ´ `akq ` `ck | `ak ď βu.
The key differences between the two approaches are that Proposition 11 focuses on a single
variable from the problem at each level of the recursion, while all variables remain present through-
out the Gilmore-Gomory approach of GGR. In addition, the number of problems generated by
Proposition 11 depends on the maximum number of ak which can be removed from β, while the
number of problems generated by GGR is equal to the number of columns less than or equal to β.
3 Maximally Contiguous Level Sets of the IP Value
Function
A level set of the IP value function may consist of multiple subsets of the hyperrectangle B¯ that
are not connected (see Definition 3 and Figures 2 and 3). Hence, the structure of optimal solutions
may vary greatly within the same level set. In contexts where the right-hand side is stochastic or
depends on first-stage decisions, knowing which right-hand-sides are level-set minimal, as well as
the connections between any given set of feasible right-hand sides, has value in solving an IP. For
example, [15] present a level-set approach to solving two-stage stochastic pure integer programs.
Having access to contiguous subsets of level sets for the recourse value function in these problems
would allow for optimization with respect to a contiguous space of right-hand sides in each subset
as a subproblem with fixed second-stage value and known allowable variability with respect to
those bounds. We explore contiguous subsets of level sets, and in particular, we define and discuss
properties of maximally-contiguous subsets of level sets.
A maximally contiguous level set (MC-level set) represents a maximal contiguous set of right-
hand sides for which the value function is constant. Maximally contiguous level lattices (MC-level
lattices) are MC-level sets intersected with the lattice Zm.
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Definition 2. Given β1, β2 P B¯, a continuous function d : r0, 1s Ñ B¯ is a continuous isovalue
curve from β1 to β2 if dp0q “ β1, dp1q “ β2, and zpdptqq “ zpβ1q for all t P r0, 1s.
Definition 3. For all β¯ P B¯, define the MC-level set T pβ¯q :“ tβ P B¯ | there exists a continuous
isovalue curve d from β¯ to βu.
Example 1 (continued). In (EXIP), if b “ p3, 4q, then T pp1, 1qJq is the rectangle with vertices
p1, 1qJ, p3, 1qJ, p1, 2qJ, and p3, 2qJ, where the boundary is open on the line segment from p1, 2qJ
to p3, 2qJ and is closed otherwise.
Remark 2. Given x˚ P optnpβ¯q, the subset of T pβ¯q for which x˚ is optimal is generally nonconvex.
Remark 3. If there exists a continuous isovalue curve from β¯ to βˆ, then T pβ¯q “ T pβˆq.
Lemma 8. Fix β¯ P B¯. Let x˚ P optnpβ¯q. Then for all β P T pβ¯q such that β ě β¯, x˚ P optnpβq.
Definition 4. For all β¯ P B, define the MC-level lattice Cpβ¯q :“ Zm` X T pβ¯q. Given βˆ P B, if
zpβ¯q “ zpβˆq and there exists a continuous isovalue curve from β¯ to βˆ in B¯, then Cpβ¯q “ Cpβˆq.
Example 1 (continued). In (EXIP), given b “ p3, 4q, then Cpp1, 1qJq “ tp1, 1q, p2, 1q, p3, 1qu.
An isovalue curve between any two members of the same MC-level lattice can be constructed
directly from a finite sequence of other members of the same MC-level lattice. Moreover, a similar
approach can be used to produce an isovalue curve connecting any two members of the same
MC-level set.
Proposition 12. Given β¯ P B and β1, β2 P Cpβ¯q, there exists a finite sequence of points, tγ1 “
β1, ...,γt “ β2u, such that for all i P t1, ..., tu, γi P Cpβ¯q, and there exists j P t1, ...,mu such that
γi`1 ´ γi “ ˘ej.
Proof. Consider the following algorithm:
1. Given β1 and β2 as input. Let d : r0, 1s Ñ B¯ be a continuous function such that dp0q “ β1
and dp1q “ β2, whose existence is guaranteed by Definition 3. Let S “ tβ1u, tl “ 0.
2. While tl ă 1:
(a) Let γl be the last member of S, and tc be the minimal t ą tl such that tdptqu ‰ γl.
(b) For i P t1, ...}tdptcqu´ γl}1u:
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i. Let j be the ith component in which γl and tdptcqu differ. Define γc as the vec-
tor formed by taking the first j components of tdptcqu and the remaining m ´ j
components of γl.
ii. If γc P S, truncate S after γc. Otherwise, append γc to S.
(c) Set tl “ tc.
3. Return S.
We show that this algorithm returns the sequence described. Note that for all δ P r0, 1qm and
β P Zm` , if β ` δ P T pβ¯q, then β P Cpβ¯q (that is, rounding down all components of the right-hand
side β does not affect its level set nor its MC-level set). Let S be the output of the above given
input vectors β1, β2. Note that β1 will remain the first member of S throughout. Let γk be an
arbitrary member of S. Suppose there does not exist t P r0, 1s such that tdptqu “ γk. Then there
must exist tl P r0, 1s, th P r0, 1s such that tdptlqu ď γk ď tdpthqu, since γk must be the composition
of two vectors as described in step 2.(b).i. Suppose no such pair of vectors exist. Then there must
exist t P r0, 1s, ε ą 0, and i, j P t1, ...,mu such that tdptqui´ tdpt` εqui “ 1, tdpt` εquj ´ tdptquj “ 1,
and tdpt ` δqu “ tdptqu for all δ P r0, εq. However, this contradicts the continuity of d. As such,
by monotonicity of the value function, γk P Cpβ¯q; because we chose an arbitrary member of S,
S Ď Cpβ¯q. By definition, all members of S are distinct, so S must be finite. Suppose in step 2 of
the algorithm, β2 is not appended to S. Then S must already include β2; in either case, S will
end with β2. Finally, let γk and γk`1 be two consecutive members of S. Either γk and γk`1 were
consecutive γc vectors produced in step 2.(b).i, in which case it is immediate that they vary by
exactly a unit vector, or γk`1 was formed in step 2.(b).i by taking all but one component from γk,
with the same conclusion.
Corollary 2. Given β¯ P B¯, βa and βb P T pβ¯q, there exists a finite sequence of points, tβ0 “
βa, ...,βr “ βbu, such that βi P T pβ¯q and |βi`1 ´βi| “ λiej for all i, where λi P p0, 1s for all i and
ej is a unit vector for j P t1, ...,mu.
Note that other than the steps necessary to move from βa and βb to the nearest isovalue lattice
points, all the intermediate points in the above sequence may be made to be lattice points, as can
be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: An isovalue path from βa to βb
Definition 5. Two unit hypercubes, H1 and H2, each of dimension at least d, both with integer-
valued vertex coordinates, are d-adjacent if H1 XH2 is a unit hypercube of dimension at least d.
Definition 6. Given a set of unit hypercubes S, and a pair H1, H2 P S, a sequence R “
tG1, . . . , Gku Ď S is a d-adjacent sequence of pH1, H2q if H1 “ G1, H2 “ Gk, and for all
i P t1, ..., k ´ 1u, Gi and Gi`1 are d-adjacent.
Proposition 13. Given βˆ P B¯, there exists a set S of unit hypercubes of dimension m (where
βˆ P Rm) with integer-valued vertex coordinates such that Ť
HPS
H “ T pβˆq, the closure of T pβˆq.
Further, for any such set S, for all pairs H1, H2 P S, pH1, H2q has a d-adjacent sequence, where
d “ mintd1 ´ 1, d2u and di is the dimension of Hi (d1 ě d2).
Proof. First, consider the set Q of all unit hypercubes in T pβˆq with integer-valued vertex coor-
dinates. Immediately
Ť
HPQ
H Ď T pβˆq. Fix β1 P T pβˆq. Note that if β1 “ tβ1u, then β1 P Q,
since β1 is a unit hypercube of dimension 0 with all integer-valued vertex coordinates. Sup-
pose then that there exists J ‰ H such that β1j is non-integral if and only if j P J . Suppose
first β1 P T pβˆq, then immediately tβ1u P T pβˆq since zptβ1uq “ zpβ1q. Fix ε P p0, 1s. Then
βε :“ rβ1s ´ ε
2
?|J |
ř
jPJ
ej P T pβ1q since tβεu “ tβ1u, so rβ1s P T pβˆq. Suppose on the other hand
β1 P T pβˆqzT pβˆq. Let δ :“ mint}β1 ´ tβ1u}8, }β1 ´ rβ1s}8u. There exists βδ P T pβˆq such that
}β1´βδ}2 ă δ. Because βδ P T pβˆq, tβδu P T pβˆq. Define βf such that βfj “ β1j for all j P t1, ...,mu
such that β1j ă βδj and βfj “ βδj otherwise. Then βf P T pβˆq because tβδu ď βf ď βδ; in addition,
we have rβ1s “ rβf s. Then we can again fix ε P p0, 1s and find a point in T pβˆq within ε of rβf s,
so that by the same logic as above, rβ1s P T pβˆq. Then the hypercube with opposing vertices tβ1u
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and rβ1s is in Q. As such, for any β1 P T pβˆq, there exists H P Q such that β1 P H, so that
T pβˆq Ď Ť
HPQ
H. Then T pβˆq “ Ť
HPQ
H and the existence of a set as described in the hypothesis is
guaranteed.
Next, fix a set S (e.g., Q) as above, and H1, H2 P S, with dimensions d1 and d2, respectively
(without loss of generality, let d1 ě d2). Define d “ mintd1 ´ 1, d2u. Define U1, U2 as the unit
hypercubes with integer-valued vertices of maximal dimension such that Hi Ď Ui P S, i P t1, 2u.
Let βi be the lexicographically-minimal vertex of Ui. Then the sequence of points U constructed
in the proof of Proposition 12 can be transformed into a sequence of d-adjacent hypercubes by
finding the maximum-dimension hypercube in S such that the corresponding point in U is its
lexicographically-minimal vertex. By definition, Hi and Ui are d-adjacent.
In Proposition 13, we show that the closure of an MC-level set can be constructed using a finite
number of unit hypercubes. In addition, given any two hypercubes in that closure, we can find
a finite sequence of adjacent hypercubes connecting the two. In Figure 2, there is a sequence of
adjacent dark squares between any two dark squares, since T pβ1q “ T pβ2q. On the other hand, in
Figure 3, although the closures of T pβ4q and T pβ5q intersect, they do not actually share a point -
and there is as such no sequence of isovalue adjacent squares from T pβ4q to T pβ5q.
Figure 2: T pβ1q “ T pβ2q Figure 3: T pβ4q X T pβ5q “ H
We next demonstrate some membership properties of MC-level sets based on right-hand side
orderings.
Corollary 3. Given β¯ P B¯, for all βˆ P B¯ such that zpβ¯q “ zpβˆq and βˆ ŋ β¯, we have βˆ P T pβ¯q.
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Proof. Because β¯, βˆ P B¯, tβ | β “ λβ¯ ` p1 ´ λqβˆ, λ P p0, 1qu is a subset of B¯. Moreover, by the
monotonicity of z, zpβˆq “ zpβ¯q ď zpβ1q ď zpβˆq, for all β1 P tβ | β “ λβ¯ ` p1 ´ λqβˆ, λ P p0, 1qu
because β1 P pβ¯, βˆq. By the definition of MC-level sets (Definition 3), tβ | β “ λβ¯ ` p1´ λqβˆ, λ P
p0, 1qu Ă T pβ¯q and tβ | β “ λβ¯ ` p1´ λqβˆ, λ P p0, 1qu Ă T pβˆq. Hence T pβ¯q “ T pβˆq.
Corollary 4. For any β¯ P B¯, β P T pβ¯q if and only if zpβq “ zpβ¯q and there exists βˆ P B¯n X T pβ¯q
such that βˆ ď β.
Proposition 14 and Corollary 5 discuss the relationship between a sequence of right-hand sides
when “stepping down” towards MC-level sets with smaller function value.
Proposition 14. Let β¯ P B¯n such that zpβ¯q ą 0 and there exists β P T pβ¯q such that β¯ ň β. For
any x¯ P optnpβ¯q, for all j such that x¯j ą 0 and all t ď x¯j, β ´ taj P T pβ¯ ´ tajq.
Proof. Suppose there exists βˆ P T pβ¯q, β¯ ň βˆ, such that there exists t : 1 ď t ď x¯j for which
βˆ´ taj R T pβ¯´ tajq. Then there exists pi P B¯n such that β¯´ taj ň pi ď βˆ´ taj and znpβ¯´ tajq ă
znppiq “ znpβˆ ´ tajq. Let xˆ P optnppiq. Then zpβˆq ě zppi ` taj , nq ě zppiq ` tcj . However,
zpβ¯ ´ tajq “ zpβ¯q ´ tcj “ zpβˆq ´ tcj , a contradiction since we have now claimed that zpβˆq ´ tcj ă
zppiq ď zpβˆq ´ tcj .
Example 1 (continued). In (EXIP), with b “ p3, 3qJ, p1, 1qJ P B¯6 and zpp1, 1qJq “ 3, with the
unique optimal solution e4. Further, p2, 1qJ, p3, 1qJ P T pp1, 1qJq. So p1, 0qJ, p2, 0qJ P T pp0, 0qJq.
Corollary 5 sheds light on how certain MC-level sets can be obtained given some information
about other MC-level sets and the related level-set-minimal vectors.
Corollary 5. Let β¯ P B¯n and x¯ P optnpβ¯q. Let βˆ P T pβ¯q. Then for all x such that there exists
xˆ P optnpβˆq for which x ď mintx¯, xˆu, βˆ ´Ax P T pβ¯ ´Axq.
Proposition 15 indicates that if, for any k P t1, ..., nu, B¯k “ B, then for all k1 ě k, all MC-level
sets will be unit hypercubes.
Proposition 15. If there exists k P t1, . . . , nu such that B¯k “ B, then for all kˆ ě k, kˆ P t1, . . . , nu,
B¯kˆ “ B.
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4 Conclusion
In this paper, we analyze the IP value function with respect to the sequential inclusion of primal
variables. We derive results that illustrate connections between level sets of the IP value function
(such as maximally-contiguous level sets) and optimal solutions of restricted problems; we also
provide a Gilmore-Gomory-type approach corresponding to these connections. Our results also
indicate ways in which to modify one optimal solution into an optimal solution for a different right-
hand side, as well as how to relate various right-hand sides - even in the case where these yield the
same optimal solution value, there may not be a continuous isovalue path between them. Future
related work includes specific investigations of the applications of our results to algorithmic IP
solution approaches which consider only a subset of variables, or which perturb the right-hand-side
vector, as well as applying a similar approach to mixed-integer programming value functions.
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A Omitted Proofs
Lemma 5. Given k P t1, ..., nu, for all β P B¯k and all xˆ P optkpβq,
řk
j“1 aj xˆj “ β.
Proof. Suppose
řk
j“1 aj xˆj ň β. Then zkp
řk
j“1 aj xˆjq “ zkpβq, which contradicts β P B¯k.
Proposition 4. Let β P B¯k´1. If for all β¯ ň β and all x¯ P optkpβ¯q, x¯k “ 0, then β P B¯k.
Proof. Let β P Skpαq. Suppose β R B¯k. Then there exists βˆ ň β such that βˆ P Skpαq. Let
xˆ P optkpβˆq, with xˆk “ 0. Then by Proposition 3, βˆ P Sk´1pαq, which implies zk´1pβˆq “ α.
However, because zkpβq “ α, by Lemma 1, we have zk´1pβq ď α. Because zk´1 is nondecreasing,
we must have zk´1pβq “ α, so that β R B¯k´1, a contradiction.
Proposition 5. If β R B¯k´1, a1, . . . ,ak are linearly independent, and β and ak are linearly
independent, then for all t P Z` such that β ` tak P B, β ` tak R B¯k.
Proof. Suppose β` tak P B¯k. Because β R B¯k´1, there exists pi ň β such that zk´1pβq “ zk´1ppiq.
Let x1 P optk´1ppiq, then px11, . . . , x1k´1, tqJ is a feasible solution for IPkpβ`takq. Let x2 P optkpβ`
takq; then by Lemma 5, we have
kř
j“1
ajx
2
j “ β`tak, and because a1, . . .ak are linearly independent,
x2k “ t and
k´1ř
j“1
ajx
2
j “ β.
The vector px21, . . . , x2k´1qJ is feasible for IPk´1pβ); hence
k´1ř
j“1
cjx
2
j ď
k´1ř
j“1
cjx
1
j . This implies that
kř
j“1
cjx
2
j “
k´1ř
j“1
cjx
2
j`ckt ď
k´1ř
j“1
cjx
1
j`tck. Because x2 P optkpβ`takq, and px11, . . . , x1k´1, tq is feasible
for IPkpβ ` takq, px11, . . . , x1k´1, tq P optkpβ ` takq. However,
k´1ř
j“1
ajx
1
j ` tak “ pi ` tak ň β ` tak,
which contradicts β ` tak P B¯k. Hence, β ` tak R B¯k.
Proposition 8. Let β P B¯k. If aj R B¯k, then for all x¯ P optkpβq, x¯j “ 0.
Proof. Suppose first that x¯ “ ej . Then by Lemma 5, aj P B¯k, a contradiction.
Suppose on the other hand that }x¯}1 ě 2, with x¯j ‰ 0. Let x “ ej ň x¯. Then by Proposition 7,řk
i“1 aixi “ aj P B¯k, also a contradiction.
Corollary 1. B¯k Ď
!
β P B |β “ βˆ ` tak, βˆ P B¯k´1, t P Z`
)
.
Proof. Suppose β¯ P B¯k, then Lemma 5 implies that there exists x¯ P optkpβ¯q such that
kř
j“1
aj x¯j “ β¯.
By Proposition 6, β¯ ´ akx¯k P B¯k´1; hence, β¯ P
!
β P B |β “ βˆ ` tak, βˆ P B¯k´1, t P Z`
)
.
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Lemma 7. Suppose ak P B¯k and zkpakq “ ck, for some k P t1, . . . , nu. Further suppose that for
all kˆ P Z` such that k ă kˆ ď n, we have ak ´ akˆ R B. Then, znpakq “ ck and ak P B¯.
Proof. Suppose znpakq ‰ ck. Then ek R optnpakq and there exists x˚ P optnpakq such thatřn
j“1 ajxj˚ ď ak, xk˚ “ 0. Therefore, there exists kˆ ‰ k such that x˚ˆk ‰ 0, then akˆ ď ak, which
contradicts ak ´ akˆ R B.
Suppose ak R B¯. Then there exists pi ň ak such that znppiq “ znpakq “ ck. Since there does
not exist kˆ P tk ` 1, ..., nu such that akˆ ď ak, it follows that there does not exist kˆ P tk ` 1, ..., nu
such that akˆ ď pi, and this indicates zkppiq “ ck, which is a contradiction of the assumption that
ak P B¯k.
Proposition 10. Exactly one of the following holds:
(i) zk´1pakq ă ck. Then zkpakq “ ck and ak P B¯k.
(ii) zk´1pakq “ ck. Then zkpakq “ ck.
(iii) zk´1pakq ą ck. Then zkpakq “ zk´1pakq.
Thus, zkpakq “ maxtzk´1pakq, cku. In addition, if zk´1pakq ě ck, ak P B¯k if and only if ak P B¯k´1.
Proof. (i) Suppose zk´1pakq ă ck. The vector ek is feasible for IPkppaqkq with value ck. Suppose
there exists x˚ P optkpakq such that
řk
j“1 cjxj˚ ą ck. Then xk˚ “ 0, contradicting zk´1pakq ă
ck. Similarly, there cannot exist β ň ak such that zkpβq ě ck, so ak P B¯k.
(ii) Suppose zk´1pakq “ ck. Then by analogous reasoning to (i), zkpakq “ ck.
(iii) Suppose zk´1pakq ą ck. Then by analogous reasoning to (i), zkpakq “ zk´1pakq.
Next assume zk´1pakq ě ck. If ak R B¯k´1, ak R B¯k is immediate. On the other hand, if
ak P B¯k´1, by analogous reasoning to (i), there cannot exist β ň ak such that zkpβq ě zkpakq, so
ak P B¯k.
Proposition 11. Given β P B, zkpβq “ max
`PZ`
tzk´1pβ ´ `akq ` `ck : `ak ď βu.
Proof. Suppose zkpβq ą max
`PZ`
tzk´1pβ ´ `akq ` `ck : `ak ď βu; equivalently, there exists x˚
such that
řk
j“1 ajxj˚ ď β and
řk
j“1 cjxj˚ ą max
`: `akďβ
zk´1pβ ´ `akq ` `ck. Then řk´1j“1 xj˚ cj ą
max
`: `akďβ
zk´1pβ ´ `akq ` ckp` ´ xk˚q ě zk´1pβ ´ xk˚akq, a contradiction. On the other hand, sup-
pose zkpβq ă max
`PZ`
tzk´1pβ ´ `akq ` `ck : `ak ď βu; that is, there exists ` P Z` such that
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`ak ď β and zk´1pβ ´ `akq ` `ck ą zkpβq. Let x˚ P optk´1pβ ´ `akq, and define x1 P Zk
as x1j “ xj˚ for j P t1, . . . , k ´ 1u and x1k “ 0. Then x1 ` `ek is feasible for IPkpβq; thus,
zkpβq ě
kř
j“1
cjx
1
j “ zk´1pβ ´ `akq ` `ck ą zkpβq, a contradiction. We conclude that zkpβq “
max
`: `akďβ
zk´1pβ ´ `akq ` `ck.
Lemma 8. Fix β¯ P B¯. Let x˚ P optnpβ¯q. Then for all β P T pβ¯q such that β ě β¯, x˚ P optnpβq.
Proof. By definition, znpβq “ znpβ¯q for all β P T pβ¯q. Further, Ax˚ ď β¯ ď β by hypothesis, so that
x˚ is a feasible solution for all β as described with objective value equal to the optimal value.
Corollary 2. Given β¯ P B¯, βa and βb P T pβ¯q, there exists a finite sequence of points, tβ0 “
βa, ...,βr “ βbu, such that βi P T pβ¯q and |βi`1 ´ βi| “ λej for all i, where λ P p0, 1s and ej is a
unit vector for j P t1, ...,mu.
Proof. Note that tβau and tβbu are both in T pβ¯q. If s and t are the number of fractional components
of βa and βb, respectively, then the first s members of the sequence after βa can be defined as the
component by component rounding down of βa, so that βs “ tβau. The same can be done for the
last t members of the sequence, so that βr´t “ tβbu. These first s and final t terms are all in T pβ¯q,
and there is a finite number of them. Then by Proposition 12, there exists a finite sequence from
βs to βt in Cpβ¯q, so prepending the first s terms and appending the final t terms to that sequence
will yield the desired result.
Corollary 4. For any β¯ P B¯, β P T pβ¯q if and only if zpβq “ zpβ¯q and there exists βˆ P B¯n X T pβ¯q
such that βˆ ď β.
Proof. By definition of T pβq, if zpβq ‰ zpβ¯q, then β R T pβ¯q. Suppose zpβq “ zpβ¯q but there
does not exist level-set-minimal βˆ ď β in the same MC-level set as β¯. Note that there must exist
at least one β˜ ď β which is level-set-minimal and for which zpβ˜q “ zpβq. However, there is no
continuous curve from β¯ to any such β˜; thus, because there is a continuous curve from β˜ to β,
there cannot be a continuous curve from β¯ to β, i.e., β R T pβ¯q. On the other hand, suppose there
does exist level-set-minimal βˆ ď β in the same MC-level set as β¯. Then there exists a continuous
curve from β¯ to βˆ, and from βˆ to β, so that there exists a single continuous curve from β¯ to β,
and β P T pβ¯q.
Proposition 15. If there exists k P t1, . . . , nu such that B¯k “ B, then for all kˆ ě k, kˆ P t1, . . . , nu,
B¯kˆ “ B.
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Proof. Fix kˆ such that k ă kˆ ď n (if k “ n, the result is immediate). Suppose there exists β P B
such that β R B¯kˆ. Then there must exist pi ň β such that zkˆppiq “ zkˆpβq. By Lemma 3, we have
zkˆppiq “ zkˆpβq “ zkˆppi ` β ´ piq ě zkˆppiq ` zkˆpβ ´ piq
Therefore, zkˆpβ ´ piq “ 0. By Lemma 2, 0 ď zkpβ ´ piq ď zkˆpβ ´ piq “ 0; hence, β ´ pi R B¯k, a
contradiction. As such, B¯kˆ “ B.
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